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The game design is free, but the full version
costs $4.95. Short Story: The game is inspired
by the short story, "Emmeline Burns" by
Thomas Hardy. You can also play the two-
player version of the game here. Plot Overview:
You are Toma Andrews, an introverted girl who
spends most of her time in the local cemetery.
Her mother died when Toma was little and ever
since then, her elder brothers have taken care
of her. Toma lives her every day the way she
wants to, and this leads her to spend a lot of
time in graveyards. One day, she decides to
visit a graveyard in a nearby town, and it was
here where she finds the girl called Emmeline
Burns. Emmeline Burns informs Toma that she
was a girl who died 17 years ago, and she lives
in the cemetery's wall where her ghost can be
seen by anyone who wants to pay her a visit.
Toma and Emmeline spend that afternoon
together talking and listening to stories in the
cemetery. Toma is intrigued by Emmeline, and
the girl offers to help her to get out of the town
as she needs to be back home right away.
Toma agrees to stay in the cemetery until
Emmeline returns, but Toma is wary. After all,
what could she do? Key Features: * Heroes can
interact with the environment, such as picking
up items and talking to each other. * They can
move in any direction, including backwards. *
They can also do quick actions like switching
targets or using items. * The world is open and
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fully explorable. * There's a variety of
environmental objects and creatures, such as
ghosts, skeletons and plants. * Varying
difficulty, from the stress-free 'Casual' difficulty
to the completely frantic 'Hardcore' difficulty.
Description: The game, as the name suggests,
is a free, free-to-play game created for a game
jam, with a five-minute time limit. It was
designed to challenge the player's imagination,
as well as to teach them to think out of the box
by using side-stepping, 'ghosting' and quick
actions as the only logical way of interaction.
But the game also aims to enhance the
experience for those who have never played an
interactive yuri game before

Features Key:
THE SAD STORY OF EMMA BURNS- You've just murdered a man. He
makes threats, and you can't let him go; his daughter and family are
very dear to you. Funny stuff...they're dead.

EMMA BURNS 2- The story goes on where "The Sad Story of Emmeline
Burns Part 1" leaves off. You can save the family by killing off the wrong
person. Something funny happens. I promise you it is. If you don't enjoy
it, you'll know why....

The Sad Story of Emmeline Burns Screenshots:

 

 

FileStudio.com is a multimedia and software design and assistance company wit
h experts that specialize in the design and development of software such as 3D 
animation and game editors.
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